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Catifornia has yet to fottow Detaware and other ¡urisdictions
and a[[ow doubte derivative standing
ALTHOUGH DOUBLE DERIVATIVE
standing has been adopted in many jurisdictions outside California to address the rnodern corporate form,1 California courts have
yet to rule on whether it will be allowed in this
state. Application of the double derivative
principle permits a shareholder of a parent
company to sue for harm to its subsidiary and
prevents corporate frduciaries from using the
parent-subsidiary form to circumvent shareholder derivative litigation. California's policy of affording a right for every wrong, however, portends California's adoption of double
derivative standing.2
Shareholders, limited partners, LLC members, ancl others may bring a derivative action
on behalf of an entity when that entity has suffered harm and those controlling it refuse to
file suit. The right of an individLral to sue
derivatively is critical to ensure that insider
corporâte wrongdoing is addressed. In fact,
it is the only recourse available when the
16
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corporation is controlled by the wrongdoers
who may be expected to refuse to file suit
against themselves,3 On the other hand, when

an individual owns alì interest in a parent
company, ancl its subsidiary is the target of
wrongdoing, the individual does not directly
own shares in the subsidiary'a Classic single
derivative standing does not convey a right to
sue on behalf of the subsidiar¡ because the
individual only owns an interest in the parent. Technically, only the parent' as the direct
owner of the subsidiar¡ has single clerivative
standing to sLre on l¡ehalf of the subsidiary.

What recourse, then, exists if the subsidiary's board refuses to Êle suit, and the
board of the parent also refuses to bring a
single derivative action on the subsidiary's
behalf? If no other person has standing to sue'
a subsidiary could be left without a remedy.
The mere layer of a second corporate structure
could insulate wrongdoers tlnder a simple formula of abuse: corporate boards and officers

who wished to reduce or eliminate the risk of
breach of fiduciary duty and other actions
against themselves could sirnply form and
operate through a corporate subsidiary while
also controlling the parent.s For this reason,
numerous iurisdictions have kept stride with
"the ¡ealities of the changing techniques and
structures of the modern corporation."6 Courts
in other states have recognized and steadily
expanded the double derivative category of
standing, which allows an owner in a parent
company to file suit in favor of a subsidiary.T

Foreign law
Double derivative theory evolved over a century ago.8 It was well established in New York
as early as 1948,e in Delaware as early as
1963,t0 and has been applied and ex- panded
in numerous other jurisdictions as well as in the
Robeft M. Hellet practices business litigation with
an emphasis on shareholder disputes.
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Model Business Corporations Act'11The question of whether California will adopt double
derivative standing can, in part, be evaluated
by examining the reasons double derivative
standing has been adopted in other stâtes.

stâtutory, origins.
California courts are also likely to look to
Delaware decisions.l9 For decades, Delaware

California practitioners representing the
would-be double derivative plaintiff may cite
the foreign cases discussed above and may further consider advancing additional arguments

actions also had equitable, rather than purely

courts have recognized double derivative

to secure standing.

was

standing, and in 2010, the Delaware Supreme

issued in 1988 by the Illinois Supreme Court
u. Tenney,1z There' three share-

Court greatly expanded the theory tn Lambrecht u, O'Neal.2o The Lambrecht cottt
first reviewed prior Delaware decisions, such
as Sternberg u. O'Neil,21 in which the parent
company acquired the subsidiary before the

First, Corporations Code Section 800(b)'
which authorizes shareholder derivative suits,
expressly permits derivative actions by "a
shareholder, of record or beneficially'" The
legislature added the term "beneflcially" to
Section 800(b) inl'975, but did not define the
term, Pearce u, Superior Courtr26 a 1983
appellate court decision, was the first case to
examine the new term' observing that beneficial shareholder standing was added as part
of "the 7975 \iberalization of the standing
requirements" to bring California in line with
the majority rule.27 Framing the term within
the context of both the legal definition and

A particularly illustrative opinion
in Broøn

holders formed a corPorâtion, appointed
themselves to its board of directors, and operated the business. They then formed a sepa-

rate corporâtion to act as a holding compan¡ exchanged their shares for an equal
percentage of the holding company's shares,
and elected themselves as directors of the
holding company.
The plaintiff, a rninority shareholder in the
pârent, alleged that the defendants breached
their fiduciary duties by converting corporate
funds of the subsidiary and that both the
parent and the subsidiary were controlled
by the wrongdoers, who refused to sue' The

plaintiff shareholder brought a derivative
lawsuit on behalf of the parent and its subsidiary. The trial court refused to recognize
double derivative theory for the subsidiary's
suit, the appellate court reversed, and the
Illinois Supreme Court accepted the appeal.
The Illinois Supreme Court noted that a
"double derivative âction is a long-standing
doctrine of equity jurisprudence" and the

"overwhelming weight of authority does
accept the double derivative action'"13 The
Illinois high court agreed with the plaintiff,
finding that "this court should not be derailed
by convenient corporâte formations which do

not reflect business realities."14 illinois had a
well-settled principle to look beneath the corporate veil and disregard legal fictions "when
used as a shield for wrongful acts'"15 The
court was more concerned with protecting the
natural persons for whorn the corporations
were created rather than the "artifrcial creatures in whom legal title is vestecl."l6
The Illinois Supreme Court was further
persuaded that corporate officers and directors âre Êduciaries and that single-derivative
standing evolved to ensure someone could
represent the interests of corporations and
shareholders should the frduciaries fail to act
properly. The court reasoned that double
derivative standing merely extended single
derivative theor¡ so that the "beneficiary is
in turn also a fiduciary" that deserves representation should interlocking directorates or
collusion result in lack of representation.lT
Otherwise, "the subsidiary is accountable to
no one since its shareholder, the holding compan¡ is controlled by the wrongdoers"'18
The Illinois court rejected the defendants'
contention that recognizing double derivative actions was tântamount to judicial legis-

lation, The court swiftly disposed of that
argument by noting that single derivative

r8
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alleged wrongdoing had occurred' The
Lambrecht court confirmed: "In these circumstances, our law recognizes a right to
proceed double derivatively. Otherwise, there
would be no procedural vehicle to remedy the

claimed wrongdoing in cases where the parent company board's decision not to enforce
the subsidiary's claim is unprotected by the
business judgment ntle."22 The Lambrecht
court further reasoned that double derivative
standing arises "where the parent corporation's board is shown to be incapable of making an impartial business judgment regarding
whether to assert the subsidiary's claim."23

that of usage in ordinary social discourse,
Pearce stresses that a "liberal and expansive
reading of section 800 and the phrase 'shareholder. . . beneficially"' is proper.28
Pearce holds that a beneficiary of corpus

of a trusr was a "beneficial stock owner"

The Lambrechú case, however, presented
an even more complex issue. The Lambrecht
plaintiff had initially owned shares in the
corporation at issue individually and directl¡

under Section 800(b), even though the beneficiary did not personally own the corporate
stock. In a subsequent c ase, Patrick u. Alacer
Corþoration, the wife of a shareholder with

and had properly filed a single derivative
case on behalf of that nominal defendant
corporation. During the litigation, the nominal defendant entity merged with another
corporation, thereby causing plaintiff to lose
direct shareholder status. The court noted

a community property interest in her huswith derivative stânding, despite the fact the
stock was not in her name.29 Thus, Section

that a "post-merger double derivative action"
was "a new, distinct action in which standing to sue double derivatively rests on a
different temporal and factual basis-namel¡
the failure of the [current] board, post-merger, to enforce the premerger claim of its

ârgument that a parent comPany shareholder

wholly-owned subsidiary"'2a Despite the more
complicated ownership issues presented' the
Delaware Supreme Court nevertheless con-

firmed that "Delaware case law clearly endorses the double-derivative action âs a post-

merger remedy" and extended doublederivative standing to those circumstances
as well,25

Callfornla law
Despite the acceptance of double derivative
standing elsewhere, the theory has remained
an elusive issue of frrst impression in California and has avoided full evaluation in a

published decision in the state's courts.
California's lack of precedent complicates
matters for California practitioners since,
given the popularity of the parent-subsidiary

form, the double derivative standing

issue

will likely arise in shareholder disputes'
Moreover, since a successful lack of standing

all liabilit¡ fiduciary
likely contest the issue.

defense can terminate

defendants

will

band's shares was deemed a beneficial owner

800(b) expressly creates an exception to direct

stock ownership, opening the door to the
is a "beneficial" owner of the subsidiary's
stock and, as such, expressly granted standing by legislative enactment'
Second, California's creation of single
clerivative law was initially based in equit¡30
and California strongly supports the "fundamental principle of our system of jurisprudence that for every legal wrong there is a
remedy."31 California compensates injured
parties for all damage proximately caused
by the wrongdoer unless a departure from the
basic principle is "mandated by a legislative
lù(/hen
exception or by strong public policy."32
othby
individuals are subiected to conduct
to
contrary
unfair
and
is
deemed
ers that
public polic¡ the courts have full power to
afford necessary protection.33 Thus, even if a
California court \Mere to find in Section 800(b)
that "beneficial" shareholder language did not
legislatively sanction double derivative stand-

ing, California is rife with authority to support the theory based on equity alone.
Third, California opinions that have had
indirect brushes with double derivative the-

ory are favorable. In Gaillard u' Natomas
Company,3a the court considered double
derivative theory in the context of a merger.
Before the merger wâs effective, the plaintiff

stockholcler filed a single derivative shareholder suit against Natomas's officers and
directors challenging their substantial beneìWithin
fits approved as part of the rnerger.
hours after the complaint was filed' the merger
concluded, forcing the plainriff to exchange
her shares in Natotnas for common stock in
the second compan% which became the sole
shareholder of Natomas's common stock.
The trial court held that the plaintiff lost
standing to proceed derivatively when she
was no longer a Natomas shareholder. Upon
reversing the decision, the
appellate court framed the

Strpreme Court in Lambrecht seemingly
ptrlled the rug oLìt from under the Grosset
decision, expressly recognizing that double
derivative sranding does, in fact, exist utlder
Delaware law to afford standir-rg in the postmerger context.42 Because Grosset did r-rot
consider double clerivative standing, Grosset
is not controlling on that issue and retnains
one of first impression in California. The

question thus remains whether California
will follow Delaware's numerous opinions, including Lambrecht, which hold that

courts

amended complaint alleged double derivative
theory. The appellate coLut reversed the trial

court and permitted the pleading to

stancl

on demurrer, thus implicitly recognizing tl-rat
double derivative standing exists in California.
Additionall¡ tn Villari u. Mozilo,aT the
plaintiff alleged multiple double derivative
actions after a postcomplaint merger, but
then dropped the double derivative theory
of standing on appeal. Despite this, the court

took the opportunity to
cite and even quote exten-

sively from Lambrecbt,

issue before it narrowly within single derivative theory,
and concluded that Section
S00(bX1) did not require the
plaintiff to maintain con-

concluding "The continuous ownership rule, however, does not preclude a
double clerivative action by

a former shareholder."as
Apparentl¡ the only thing

tinuing shareholder status
throughout che litigation, as
it would "leave Gaillard and
all those similarly situated
without a remedy."35
The Gaillard court's concern over its plaintiff's potenrial lack of remedy was
prompted by its further comments about double derivative standing, whereby the
court concluded that double
derivative standing could not
aid its plaintiff "in the context
of this case."36 Firsr, Gaillard
reasoned

soon be expressly adopted in this state. In
Kruss u. Booth,a6 the plaintiff's second

standing in the way of dou-

ble derivative sranding in
Villari was the fact that the

plaintiff had abandoned it.
California courts may
also be influenced by the

Ninth Circuit's holding
in Irt re Imperial CorPoration of Atnerica,ae in which
the Ninth Circuit considered whether double deriv-

ative standing existed in
the context of the doctrine
of claim preclusion (res
judicata).50 The court ol¡-

that a double deri-

vative action would be dismissed as moot under its

served that claim preclu-

re-

sion bars not only claims

sulted in the "anornalous" situation of a corporation, post-

that were actually litigated

unique facts because

it

rnerger, "suing itself for its own benefit, because
of acts it performed."37 Second, the court rea-

soned that its plainriff did not own the parent
company at the time of the alleged wrongdoing or filing of the complaint, and thus could
not meer the contemporaneous shareholder

requirement for the parent company. The
Gaillard court carefully lin.rited its holding,
thereby implicitly recognizing that double
derivative standing could be viable based on
other facts and circumstances.3s A nurnber of
authorities continue to describe Gaillard as
looking favorably on the double derivative
suit concept.39
-Wenaas, o
the California
In Grosset u.
Supreme Court overrttled Gaillard's holding
on postmerger standing. rWithout addressing doub[e derivative theory, and under what
wâs essentiaIly a single derivative analysis, the

Grosset court concluded that uncler both
Delawaret and California's contemporaneotìs
ownership rules a postmerger plaintiff does
not have standir-rg and dismissed the appeal.al
However, two years later, the Delaware

but also auy cleirns thar
double clerivative standing is, and has been,
a viable theory for decades, whether under the
postmerger cases or otherwise.
It seems likely that California will do so,
given that California courts have historically
been persr.raded by and often

follow Delaware

corporate case Iaw.4'] Gross¿r itself illustrates
a circumstance ir-r which the action of the
California Supreme Court could be interpretecl as desiring to parâllel Delaware law44
Moreover, given that the Grosset court has
already concluded that Delaware's statutory
"contemporaneous ownership" requirement
is the same as, if not narrower' than Califolnia's requirement for the purpose of single derivative standing,4s California courts
be hard pressed to no\¡r' attenpt to distinguish California law from Delaware law or

will

otherwise conclude that dotrble derivative
standirg cannot exist in California in light of
Lambrecht.
Since Latnbrecá¿,

two California appellate

coults have seemingly conctrrreci and telegraphed that doLrble derivative stancling may

could have been litigated. In a prior lawsuit,
the shareholders brought ancl settled a single
clerivative action against the officers and
directors relating to the failure of Imperial
Savings Assocìation, which was a wholly
owned subsidiary of Imperial Corporation of
America.5l Howevet, the shareholders only
sued the parent compâny Imperial Corporation of America and did not bring a double
derivative lawsuit on behalf of the subsidiary.
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), as receiver for the failed subsidiarS brought a separate action on behalf
of the subsidiary against the same officers and
directors for the same conduct. After concluding that the FDIC was in privity with the
prior shareholder plaintiffs (a requirement for
claim preclusion), the court furrher examined

which claims the prior shareholder plaintiffs had or could have brought. Although the
subsidiary was not a named defendant or a
party to tl-re settlernent ir-r the prior litigation,
the Court cited Gaillard for the definition of

double clerivative and held that the prior
los Angeles lawyer April zot5 19

shareholder plaintiffs "could have brought
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the court concluded that the FDIC's claim on
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the corporate structure. Although California
courts have yet to issue a clear, published
decision on whether a double derivative
plaintiff, in fact, has standing in this state,
the nationwide move in that direction and
the compelling reâsons in favor of the theory should be persuasive argument leading
to the formal, explicit approval of double

derivative stânding in

California

I

r'ìfebre v. Sneed,358 S,l(/.3d 322,334 (Tex. App.
2011) ("Many other jurisdictions" recognize double
derivative standing,); \Jlest v. West, 825 F. Supp. 1033,
1054 (N.D. Ga. 1992) (citing 3B MooRE's FEDTRAL
PRAc-rcE S23.1.16111 (1991) ("The general rule under
existing federal case law is that double or rnultiple
derjvative actions are permissible. " ).
2 "It is a fundamental principlc of our systern of jurisprudence that for every legal wrong there is a remedy (Ctv
Coou $3523), and that an injured party should be corupensated for all damage proximately caused by the
wrongdoer unless a deparlure from the b¿sic principle
is mandated by a legislative exception or by strong public policy." Barbara A. v. John G., 145 Cal. App. 3d 369,
376 11.983).
3 Fnreorr.rnn, CAt.l¡otttlt¡. PRAcrlclì GUIDE; CoRPoR-

nroNs $$6:602-03 \2006),
4 The use of subsidiaries has become "increasingly
popular with the growth and sophistication of the
modem corporate enterprise. The reasons for this are
complex and varied. Subsidiaries may be ttseful for tax
reasons, for achieving tlre advantâges of lirnited liability,
for centraliziLrg coutrol in a relatively sntall pcrcentage
of stock owrrership, for qualifying to do busiuess under
the laws of the varions states, for reasons related to
financing, and doubtless for a number of other purposes. " rùíilliarn H , Painter, Dotble Dcriuatiue Suits and
Other Renedies tuith Regord to Datnaged 9úsidiaries,
36 IND. L. J.143 11.961).
t "The holding conìpany has givcn rise to nulnerotls
new problems of the protection of stockholders from
tl¡e rnisconduct of their directors." Note, Renetlies of
Stocþholder of Parent Corporation for Iniwies to
Subsidiaries, S0 HARV. L. RÉv. 963 (1937).
6 Brown v. Tenney, 532 N.E. 2d 230, 233-234 llll'
198 8 ).

Scc, c.g. Bivens Garclens Office Bldg., Inc v, Barnett
Banks of Florida, Inc., 140 F. 3d 898, 910 n.5 (11th
Cir. 1998); Pcssin v. Ch¡is-Craft Inc{us., Inc., 181 A.D.
2d 66,72 (N.Y, App. Div. 1992); Vlebre v, Sneecl, 358
S.ll.3d 322,334 (Tex.App.2011); \J(/est v. lfest,825
F. Supp. 1033, 1054 (N.D. Ga. 1.9921; ¿¡d cases dis-

7

cussed belorv.
8 Ryan v. Leavenworth, Atchison & Northwesrern
R.R. Co., 21 Kan. 365, 402-04 (18791 ("If any other

rule were adopted, dre plaintiffs would be denied ¿ll

20
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relief, ând the wrongs ol which they conplain wouLd
go nnredressecl.").
e Salczman v. Birrell, 78 F, Supp, 778,783 (S.D. N'Y.
1948).
r0 Leibert v. Grinnell Corp., '\94 A' 2d 846, 847 (Del.
Cb. 1963); see dlso Levine v. Milton, 21'9 A'.2d 1'45,
146 (Del. Ch.. 1.966).
ll2 ModeL Business Corp. A,ct761-62 (3d ed. Supp.
L987); see also Model Business Corp. Act 50 (2d ed.
1971); United States Lines, Inc. v. Unitecl States Lines
Co., 96 F. 2d 148 lzd Cir. 1938); Hirshhorn v. Mine
Safety Appliances Co., 54 F. Supp. 588,592 (ì1.D. Pa.
1944).
l2 Brown v. Tentrey, 532 N.E. 2d 230' 233-234 (lIl.
198 8 ).

t3 Id.

t8

27

Id.at1064-65.

In arriving at a rneanitlg that "reflects a comlnon
understanding," the court rcferenced botll ß/ø¿fr's
Latu Dictionary (1968) and The Anrcrican Huitagc
Dictionary of the Englisb Langøgc \19811.
2e Pat¡ick v. Alacer Corp., 167 Cal. App.4th 995,701'I

28 1d.

(2008 ).
r0 Rosenfeld v. Zimtner, 116 Cal. App. 2d71'9 l1'953),

rr
32

CLV. CoDË S3523.

Barbara A. v. John G., 145 Cal. App. 3d369, 376

(19 83 ).
33 Williams

v. Int'l Bhd. of Boilermakers, 27 Cal' 2d

s86, s90 11.946).
ra Gaillard v. Natomas Co., 173 Cal. App. 3d410,47920 (198s).
3s The court reasoned: "\ùfe couLd well have a situatiorr
where a shareholder files a derivative actiolì, navigâtcs

at234.

t ld,
tt Id.
t6 Id.
t7 Id..

1058 (3d Cir.1'976).
v. Snperior Court, 149 Cal. App. 3d 1058
(1e83).

26 Pe¿rce

at235.

laboriously tltough the pleading stage, undertakes exten-

ld.

ie Scc e,g.,

\X/EIL ða

BRovN, CALIFoRNI^ PRAcrlcg
TRl,rl $6:612.3; ANN

GuIDE; CLVrL PttocEDUtìD BEToRE

TAyLoR ScHvrNC, 1 CALIFotì.NIA AFFIRMA'IlvE

DEFENSES

S12;15 (2013);JusTcE ELIZ^BETH A. B¿\RoN (Rßr,) 8¿
Lourss A. L^MorFrE, BustNEss LtricATIoN (CALIFoRNIA
Crvrl PtlAcrrcc) S2:1,: Brokers 5514 itt 15 C^Lll'oRNIA
JunrslnuoeNcr 3u.
40 Grosset v. llenaas, 42 Cal' 4th 1100 (2008).
at Id, at 1779,
42

Lambrechtv. O'Neal, 3 A,. 3¿277'293 (Del. 2010).

ar See, e,g. Oakland Raiders v. Na¡ional Football
Lcaguc 93 Cal. App. 4rh 572, (2001); Shields v.
Sìngleton, 15 Cal. App. 4th161'1 (1993)
44 Grosset, 42 Cal,4t|r at 1110 ("Like Delaware,
California has a statute that imposes stock ownership
requirements for standing to pursue a shareholder's
derivative suit," The court then applied what it believed
to be Delaware law to arrive at its decision as to
California law.),
4r Grosset, 42 Cal.4d' at 71'1'9.
46 Kruss v. Booth, 185 Cal. App. 4th 699,706 12010\,
a7 Villari v. Mozilo, 208 Cal. App. 4th' 7470, 1'479 t,70
lz012l.
a8 Id. ar 1480.
4e In re Inperial Corp. of A'm.,92F.3d 1503, 1510

e,g, Oakland Raiders v. National Football
League, 93 Cal. App. 4th 572,586 n.5 (2001); Shields
v. Singleton, 15 Cal. App, 4th 1'671"1621 (1'993)'
20 Lambrecht v. O'Neal, 3 L. 3d 277 (Del. 2010).
2r Sternberg v. O'Neil,550 A. 2d 1105 (Del. 1988).
22 Lambrecht, 3 A. 3d at 283.
23 Id. at 282 (citing Rales v. Blasand, 634 A. 2d 927

sive discovery, incurs sizeable monetâry obligâtions, and
then, after an elapse of several years, is precluded from

(Del. 1993)).
Lambrecht, 3 A. 3d at 290.
25 FederaI courts also permit double derivative standing. Søz 7c CHrtnlls ALAN WRIGHT, ARTHUR R. Mrt.LER,
& M,qnv K. KANE, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PRocEDUIIE
S1321 (3d ed.2007\; s¿¿ ¿/so Blasband v. Rales, 971
F.2d 1034,1043 (3rd Cir,7992); In re Pittsburgh 8c
L.E.R. Co. Securities and Antitrust Litig., 543 F. 2d

37

ld,

ble derivative issue. However, the coutt citcs to Gaillard

¡t¡

Notably, in Larnbrecht v. O'Nea[, 3 A.' 3d277 (Del.

v. Natomas

1e See,

2a

proceeding further because his or her corporation has iust
merged with ânother. It could not have beerl the intention of the Legisìature thât the âdjudication of an a lleged

wrong be concluded in this uranner." Id. at 41'4'
36 Id. at 419.

2010), the Delaware Supreme Court held otherwise, and
con6rmed that double derivative standiLrg does exist in

a postlnerger case. Despite this inconsistency, both
the Lantbrecht and G¡illard coutts were united in the
quest to ensure that the plaintiff shareholder continued
to have standing to pursue the alleged wrongdoing'

l9th C¡. 1.996).
The Ninth Circuit does not expressly state whether
it was applying California or federal law to the dou-

50

Co,173 Cal. App. 3d 410,419-20 (1985)
and had exercised diversity jurisdiction. Thus, it presurnably based its recognition of double derivative
stânding upon California law.
5l In re Lnperial Corp. of Am., 92 F. 3d at 1505.

52

Id. at 1510.
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